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Abstrat: We introdue the boundary measure at sale r of a ompat subset of the

n-dimensional Eulidean spae. We show how it an be omputed for point louds and

suggest these measures an be used for feature detetion. The main ontribution of this

work is the proof a quantitative stability theorem for boundary measures using tools of

onvex analysis and geometri measure theory. As a orollary we obtain a stability result

for Federer's urvature measures of a ompat, allowing to ompute them from point-loud

approximations of the ompat.

Key-words: dimension detetion, point louds, urvature measures, onvex funtions,

nearest neighbor.



Stabilité de mesures de bord

Résumé : Nous introduisons la notion de mesure de bord d'éhelle r d'un sous-ensemble

ompat de l'espae eulidien de dimension n. Nous montrons omment aluler es mesures

pour un nuage de points et suggérons que es mesures peuvent être utilisées pour de la

détetion de features. La prinipale ontribution de e travail est la démonstration d'un

théorème quantitatif de stabilité des mesures de bord, utilisant des outils de l'analyse onvexe

et de la théorie géométrique de la mesure. En orollaire, wous obtenons un résultat de

stabilité des mesures de ourbure d'un ompat (notion introduite par Federer), permettant

de les aluler à partir d'approximations du ompat par des nuages de points.

Mots-lés : détetion de dimension, nuages de points, mesures de ourbure, fontions

onvexes, plus prohe voisin.



Boundary measures 3

Introdution

Motivations and previous work. The main goal of our work is to develop a framework

for features detetion: �nding the boundaries, sharp edges, orners of a ompat set K ⊆ R
n

knowing only a possibly noisy point loud sample of it.

This problem has been an area of ative researh in omputer siene for some years.

Many of the urrently used methods for feature and dimension detetion (see [DGGZ03℄

and the referenes therein) rely on the omputation of a Voronoï diagram. The ost of

this omputation is exponential in the dimension and annot be pratially realized for

an ambient dimension muh greater than three. In low dimension, several methods have

been invented for boundary detetion (mostly to detet holes), for example [FK06℄ (2D,

graph-based), [BSK℄ (3D), and [RBBK06℄. Sharp edges detetion has also been studied in

[GWM01℄, and reently in [DHOS07℄.

The algorithms we develop have three main advantages: they are built on a strong math-

ematial theory, are robust to noise and their ost depend only on the intrinsi dimension

of the sampled ompat set. None of the existing methods for feature detetion share these

three desirable properties at the same time.

Boundary measures and their stability. Given a sale parameter r, we assoiate to
eah ompat subset K of R

n
a probability measure βK,r. This boundary measure of K at

sale r as we all it, gives for every Borel set A ⊆ R
n
the probability that the projetion on

K of a random point at distane at most r of K lies in A (the projetion on K, denoted by

pK , maps almost any point in R
n
to its losest point in K).

Intuitively, the measure βK,r will be more onentrated on the features ofK: for instane,

if K is a onvex polyhedron in R
3
, βK,r will harge the edges more than the faes, and the

verties even more (see example I). It should also be notied that this measure is losely

related to Federer's urvature measures (introdued in [Fed59℄).

This artile fouses on the stability properties of the boundary measures, showing that

they an be approximated from a noisy sample of K. The problem of extrating geometri

information from these boundary measures will be treated in an upoming work. The main

stability theorem an be stated as follow:

Theorem (IV.1). If one endows the set of ompat subsets of R
n
with the Hausdor� dis-

tane, and the set of ompatly supported probability measures on R
n
with the Wasserstein

distane, the map K 7→ βK,r is loally 1/2-Hölder.

In the sequel we will make this statement more preise by giving expliit onstants. A

very similar stability result for a generalization of Federer's urvature measures is dedued

from this theorem. We dedue theorem IV.1 from the two theorems III.5 and II.3 below,

whih are also interesting in their own.

Theorem (III.5). Let E be an open subset of R
n
with (n− 1)�reti�able boundary, and f, g

be two onvex funtions suh that diam(∇f(E) ∪∇g(E)) 6 k. Then there exists a onstant

C(n,E, k) depending only on n and E suh that for ‖f − g‖∞ small enough,

‖∇f −∇g‖L1(E) 6 C(n,E, k) ‖f − g‖1/2∞

RR n° 6219



4 Chazal, Cohen-Steiner & Mérigot

Theorem (II.3). If K is a ompat set of R
n
, for every positive r, ∂Kr = {x ; d(x,K) = r}

is (n− 1)�reti�able and Hn−1(∂Kr) 6 N (∂K, r) × ωn−1(2r)

Theorem III.5 is used to show that the mapK 7→ pK ∈ L1(E) (where pK is the projetion

on K) is loally 1/2-Hölder, whih is the main ingredient for the stability result. Theorem

II.3 improves upon [OP85℄, in whih Oleksiv and Pesin prove the �niteness of the measure

of the level sets of the distane funtion to K. It is used here as a tool to show that Kr∆K ′r

is small when K and K ′
are lose (A∆B being the symmetri di�erene between A and B,

and Kr
being the set of points at distane at most r from K).

Outline. In the �rst setion we give some examples of boundary measures and show how

they an be omputed e�iently for point louds. The seond and third setions ontain the

proofs of theorems II.3 and III.5 respetively. In the fourth setion we dedue from these

theorems the stability results for boundary and urvature measures.

I De�nition of boundary measures

Some examples of boundary measures

Notations. If K is a ompat subset of R
n
, the distane to K is de�ned as dK(x) =

miny∈K ‖x− y‖. The r-tubular neighborhood or r-o�set around a subset F ⊆ R
n
is the

set of points at distane at most r from F , and is denoted by F r
.

For x ∈ R
n
, the set of points y ∈ K that realizes this minimum is denoted by projK(x).

One an show that #projK(x) = 1 i� dK is di�erentiable at x. Sine dK is 1-Lipshitz, a
theorem of Rademaher ensures that both onditions are true for almost every point x ∈ R

n
.

This allows us to de�ne a funtion pK ∈ L1
loc(R

n), alled the projetion onK, whih maps

(almost) every point x ∈ R
n
to its only losest point in K. The s-dimensional Hausdor�

measure is denoted by Hs
; in partiular Hn

oinides with the usual Lebesgue measure on

R
n
.

De�nition I.1. The r-sale boundary measure βK,r of a ompat K of R
n
assoiates to

any Borel set A ⊆ R
n
the probability that the projetion of a random point at distane less

than r of K lies in A.
If we denote by µK,r the pushforward of the uniform measure on Kr

by the projetion on

K, ie. for all Borel set A ⊆ R
n
, µK,r(A) = Hn(p−1

K (A) ∩Kr), then βK,r = Hn(Kr)−1µK,r.

Examples. 1. If C = {xi; 1 6 i 6 N} is a �point loud�, that is a �nite set of points of

R
n
, then βC,r is a sum of weighted Dira measures. Indeed, if VorC(xi) denotes the

Voronoi ell of xi, that is the set of points loser to xi than to any other point of C,
we have

µC,r =

n
∑

i=1

Hn(VorC(xi) ∩ Cr)δxi

INRIA



Boundary measures 5

2. Let S be a unit-length segment in the plane with endpoints a and b. The set Sr
is the

union of a retangle of dimension 1×2r whose points projets on the segment and two

half-disks of radius r whose points are projeted on a and b. It follows that

µS,r = 2r H1
∣

∣

S
+
π

2
r2δa +

π

2
r2δb

3. Let P be a onvex solid polyhedron of R
3
, {ej} be its edges and {vk} be its verties.

We denote by a(ej) the angle between the normals of the two faes ontaining ei, and
by K(vk) the solid angle formed by the normal one at vk. Then one an see that

µP,r = H3
∣

∣

P
+ r H2

∣

∣

∂P
+
∑

j

r2a(ej)× H1
∣

∣

ej
+
∑

k

r3K(vk)δvk

4. More generally, if K is a ompat with positive reah, in the sense that there exists

a positive r suh that the projetion on K is unique for any point in Kr
, there exist

Borel measures (ΦK,i)06i6n on R
n
suh that

µK,r =

n
∑

i=0

rn−iωn−iΦK,i

where ωi is the volume of the unit sphere in R
i+1

. These measures ΦK,i are alled the

urvature measures of the ompat set K and have been introdued under this form

by Federer in [Fed59℄, generalizing existing notions in the ase of onvex subsets and

ompat smooth submanifolds of R
n
(Minkowski's Quermassintegral and Weyl's tube

formula, f. [Wey39℄).

The seond and third examples show exatly the kind of behaviour we want to exhibit

(and so does �gure I.1): the measure βK,r an be written as a sum of weighted Hausdor�

measures of various dimension, onentrated on the features of K: its boundary, its edges

and its orners. This remark together with the stability theorem for boundary measures

shows that they are a suitable tool to be used in robust feature extration algorithms. In

the next paragraph we show how to ompute them e�iently for point louds.

The boundary measure of a point loud

A fast method for omputing the boundary measures of point louds is of ruial importane

for pratial appliations. Indeed, most real-world data, either 3D (laser sans) or higher

dimensional is given in the form of an unstrutured point loud. Sine omputing the Voronoï

diagram of a point loud has an exponential ost in the ambient dimension, we will be using

a probabilisti Monte-Carlo method to get an approximation of the boundary measures. In

a very general way, if µ is an absolutely ontinuous measure on R
n
, one an ompute p#Cµ

as shown below. The three main steps of this algorithm (I, II, and III) are desribed with

more detail in the following paragraphs.

RR n° 6219



6 Chazal, Cohen-Steiner & Mérigot

Input: a point loud C = {xi}, a measure µ
Output: an approximation of pC#µ in the form

∑

k(i)δXi

[I.℄ Choose N big enough to get a good approximation with high on�dene

while n 6 N do

[II.℄ Choose a random point Xn with probability distribution µ
[III.℄ Finds its losest point xi in the loud C, add 1 to n(xi)

end while

return [n(xi)/N ]i.

Step I. The measure µN = 1/N
∑

i6N δXi
where (Xi) is a sequene of independent

random variables whose law are µ is alled an empirial measure. The question of whether

(and at what speed) µN onverge to µ as N grows to in�nity is well-known to probabilists

and statistiians. The results of this setion are not original and an probably be improved,

they are presented here only to give proof-of-onept bounds for N .

Theorem I.2 (Hoe�ding's inequality). If (Yi) is a sequene of independent [0, 1]-valued
random variables whose ommon law ν has a mean m ∈ R, and Y N = (1/N)

∑

i6N Yi then

P(
∣

∣Y N −m
∣

∣ > ε) 6 2 exp(−2Nε2)

In partiular, let's onsider a family (Xi) of independent random variables distributed

aording to the law pC#µ. Then, for any 1-Lipshitz funtion f : Rn → R with ‖f‖∞ 6 1,
one an apply Hoe�ding's inequality to the family of random variables Yi = f(Xi) :

P

[
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

N

N
∑

i=1

f(Xi)−
∫

fdµ

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

> ε

]

6 2 exp(−2Nε2)

This kind of estimate also follows from Talagrand T1(λ)-inequalities, in whih ase the

fator 2 in the exponential is replaed by 2λ. Bolley, Guillin and Villani use this fat to get

quantitative onentration inequalities for empirial measures with non-ompat support in

[BGV07℄.

We now let BL1(C) be set of Lipshitz funtions f on C whose Lipshitz onstant Lip f
is at most 1 and ‖f‖∞ 6 1. We let N (BL1(C), ‖.‖∞ , ε) be the minimum number of balls

of radius at most r (with respet to the ‖.‖∞ norm) needed to over BL1(C). Proposition

I.3 gives a bound for this number. It follows from the de�nition of the bounded-Lipshitz

distane (see I.4) and from the union bound that

P [dbL (pC#µN , pC#µ) > ε] 6 2N (BL1(C), ‖.‖∞ , ε/4) exp(−Nε2/2)

Proposition I.3. For any ompat metri spae K,

N (BL1(K), ‖.‖∞ , ε) 6

(

4

ε

)N (K,ε/4)

INRIA
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Proof. Let X = {xi} be an ε/4-dense family of points of K with #X = N (K, ε/4). It is

easily seen that for every 1-Lipshitz funtions f, g on K, ‖f − g‖∞ 6 ‖ (f − g)|X‖∞ + ε/2.

Then, one onludes using that N (BL1(X), ‖.‖∞ , ε/2) 6 (4/ε)#X
.

In �ne one gets the following estimate on the bounded-Lipshitz distane between the

empirial and the real measure:

P [dbL (pC#µN , pC#µ) > ε] 6 2 exp
(

ln(16/ε)N (C, ε/16)−Nε2/2
)

Sine C is a point loud, the oarsest possible bound on N (C, ε/16), namely #C, shows
that omputing an ε-approximation of the measure p#µ with high on�dene (eg. 99%) an

be done with N = O(#C ln(1/ε)/ε2).

Step II. To simulate the uniform measure on Kr
one annot simply shoot points in a

bounding box of Kr
, keeping those that are atually in Kr

sine this has an exponential ost

in the ambient dimension. Lukily there is a simple algorithm to generate points aording

to this law whih relies on piking a random point xi in the loud C and then a point X in

B(xi, r) � taking into aount the overlap of the balls B(x, r) where x ∈ C:

Input: a point loud C = {xi}, a salar r
Output: a random point in Cr

whose law is Hn|Kr

repeat

Pik a random point xi in the point loud C
Pik a random point X in the ball B(xi, r)
Count the number k of points xj ∈ C at distane at most r from X
Pik a random integer d between 1 and k

until d = 1
return X .

Step III. The trivial algorithm for omputing the projetion of a point on a point loud

takes exatly n steps. Sine generally N will an order of magnitude greater than n we

might improve the overall O(n2) ost by maintaining a data struture whih allows fast

nearest-neighbour queries. This problem is notoriously di�ult and until reently most of

the e�ient algorithms in high dimension were only able to ompute approximate nearest

neighbours. This amounts to replaing pC by a map p̃ε with the property that for all x,
‖p̃ε(x)− pC(x)‖ 6 (1 + ε)dC(x). Unfortunately, the tehniques we develop in this paper

do not seem to apply diretly to get quantitative loseness estimates for the measures p̃ε#µ
and pK#µ.

It should be noted that for low entropy point louds, nearest neighbor queries an be done

more e�iently. For instane, a reent artile by Beygelzimer, Kakade and Langford (f.

[BKL06℄) introdues a struture alled over trees whih allows an exat nearest neighbour

query with omplexity O(c12 logn) where c is related to the intrinsi dimension of the point

loud, with an initialisation ost of O(c6n logn).

RR n° 6219



8 Chazal, Cohen-Steiner & Mérigot

Figure I.1: Boundary measure for a sampled mehanial part.

Wasserstein distane and stability

Sine our goal is to give a quantitative stability result for boundary measures, we need

to put a metri on the spae of probability measures on R
n
. The Wasserstein distane,

related to the Monge-Kantorovih optimal transportation problem seemed intuitively (and

later happened to really be) appropriate for our purposes. A good referene on this topi is

Cédri Villani's book [Vil03℄.

De�nition I.4. The set of measures (resp. probability measures) on R
n
is denoted by

M(Rn) (resp. M1(Rn)). We endow M(Rn) with the bounded Lipshitz distane, ie.

∀µ, ν ∈ M(Rn), dbL(µ, ν) = sup
‖ϕ‖

Lip
61

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫

ϕdµ−
∫

ϕdν

∣

∣

∣

∣

where the supremum is taken over all Lipshitz funtions ϕ with ‖ϕ‖Lip = Lipϕ+‖ϕ‖∞ 6 1
(Lipϕ being the smallest onstant k suh that ϕ is k-Lipshitz).

We put two distanes on M1(Rn) (whih are in fat identi, see below). The Fortet-

Mourier distane, whih is almost the same as the bounded Lipshitz one:

∀µ, ν ∈ M1(Rn), dFM(µ, ν) = sup
Lipϕ61

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫

ϕdµ−
∫

ϕdν

∣

∣

∣

∣

And the Wasserstein distane:

W1(µ, ν) = inf {E(d(X,Y )) ; law(X) = µ, law(Y ) = ν}

where the in�mum is taken over all random variables X and Y whose laws are µ and ν
respetively.

INRIA



Boundary measures 9

Notations. If µ and ν ∈ M(Rn) are absolutely ontinuous with respet to Hn
, ie. dµ =

ϕdHn
and dν = ψdHn

we denote by µ∩ν the measure de�ned by d(µ∩ν) = min(ϕ, ψ)dHn
,

and µ∆ν = µ+ ν − 2µ ∩ ν.

Proposition I.5. If µ ∈ M(Rn) is absolutely ontinuous with respet to the Lebesgue mea-

sure, and f, g : Rn → R
n
are two funtions in L1(µ), then

dbL(f#µ, g#µ) 6 ‖f − g‖L1(µ)

If µ and ν are two absolutely ontinuous measures on R
n
,

dbL(f#µ, g#ν) 6 ‖f − g‖L1(µ∩ν) +mass(µ∆ν)

Proof. For any 1-Lipshitz funtion ϕ on R
n
,

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫

ϕdf#µ−
∫

ϕdg#µ

∣

∣

∣

∣

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫

ϕ ◦ fdµ−
∫

ϕ ◦ gdµ
∣

∣

∣

∣

6 Lipϕ

∫

‖f − g‖dµ 6 ‖f − g‖L1(µ)

For the seond inequality, let us �rst remark that there exists two positive measures µr

and νr suh that µ = µ ∩ ν + µr and ν = µ ∩ ν + νr. Then,

dbL(f#µ, g#ν) 6 dbL(f#µ, f#µ ∩ ν) + dbL(f#µ ∩ ν, g#µ ∩ ν) + dbL(g#µ, g#µ ∩ ν)

Now let us bound one of the extreme terms of the sum,

∀ϕ s.t ‖ϕ‖∞ 6 1,

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫

ϕdf#µ−
∫

ϕdf#µ ∩ ν
∣

∣

∣

∣

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫

ϕ ◦ fdµr

∣

∣

∣

∣

6 mass(µr)

One onludes using that µr + νr = µ∆ν.

Corollary I.6. If K and K ′
are two ompat subsets of R

n
,

dbL(µK,r, µK′,r) 6 ‖pK − p′K‖L1(Kr∩K′r) +Hn(Kr∆K ′r)

Hene to get a quantitative ontinuity estimate for the map K 7→ µK,r one needs to

show that if K and K ′
are Hausdor�-lose, Kr∆K ′r

is small, and to evaluate the ontinuity

modulus of K 7→ pK ∈ L1(Kr ∩K ′r). This is the purpose of the two following paragraphs.

RR n° 6219



10 Chazal, Cohen-Steiner & Mérigot

II Kr
∆K ′r

is small when K and K ′
are lose

It is not hard to see that if dH(K,K ′) is smaller than ε, then Kr∆K ′r
is ontained in

(Kr+ε \ Kr−ε). The volume of this thik tube around K an then be expressed as an

integral of the area of the hypersurfaes ∂Kt
.

The next proposition gives a bound for the measure of the r-level set ∂Kr
of a ompat

set K ⊆ R
n
depending only on its overing number N (K, r) (ie. the minimal number of

losed balls of radius r needed to over K). In what follows, Kr
is the set of points of R

n

at distane less than r of K, and ∂Kr
is the boundary of this set, ie. the r-level set of dK .

In this paragraph, we prove the following theorem :

Theorem. If K is a ompat set of R
n
, for every positive r, ∂Kr

is Hn−1
�reti�able and

Hn−1(∂Kr) 6 N (∂K, r) × ωn−1(2r)

This proposition improves over a result of �niteness of the level sets of the distane

funtion to a ompat set, proved by by Oleksiv and Pesin in [OP85℄. We begin by proving

it in the speial ase of �r-�owers�. A r-�ower F is the the boundary of the r-tube of a

ompat set ontained in a ball B(x, r), ie. F = ∂Kr
where K ⊆ B(x, r). The di�erene

with the general ase is that if K ⊆ B(x, r), then Kr
is a star-shaped set with respet to x.

Thus we an de�ne a ray-shooting appliation sK : Sn−1 → ∂Kr
whih maps any v ∈ Sn−1

to the intersetion of the ray emanating from x with diretion v with ∂Kr
.

x

v

sK(v)

Figure II.2: Ray-shooting from the enter of a �ower.

Lemma II.1. Let K = {e} ⊆ B(x, r) and de�ne se as above. Then se is 2r-Lipshitz (with
respet to the sphere's inner metri) and its Jaobian is at most (2r)n−1

.

Proof. Solving the equation ‖x+ tv − e‖ = r with t > 0 gives

se(v) = x+

(

√

〈v|x− e〉2 + r2 − ‖x− e‖2 − 〈v|x− e〉
)

v

Denote by Hv the orthogonal of the 2-plane P spanned by v and se(v) − e. For eah

vetor w hosen in Hv, a simple alulation gives:

se(v + tw) = se(v) + tw ‖se(v)− x‖+ o(t2)

INRIA



Boundary measures 11

Hene the derivative of se along Hv is simply the multipliation by ‖se(v) − x‖ 6 2r.
Now, we now onsider the ase of the 2-plane P . We denote by θ the angle between

se(v)−x and se(v)− e and by w a vetor tangent to v in the intersetion of the sphere with

P . Then
‖(dse)v(w)‖

‖w‖ =
‖se(v)− x‖
|cos(θ)|

Now let us remark that

‖se(v)− e‖ ‖se(v) − x‖ |cos(θ)| = |〈se(v) − e|se(v)− x〉|

=
1

2
(‖x− se(v)‖2 + ‖se(v)− e‖2 − ‖x− e‖2)

>
1

2
‖x− se(v)‖2

Finally we have proved that ‖(dse)v‖ 6 2r. The result follows by integration.

We denote by ωn(r) the n-Hausdor� measure of the n-sphere of radius r.

Corollary II.2. A r-�ower in R
n
is a Hn−1

�reti�able set and its measure is at most

ωn−1(2r).

Proof. Let K ⊆ B(x, r) be the ompat set generating the �ower ∂Kr
. As above, for any

vetor v ∈ Sn−1
, we denote by s the intersetion of the ray {x+ tv ; t > 0} with ∂Kr

. Sine

Kr
is a star-shaped set around x, s is a bijetion from Sn−1

to ∂Kr
.

Now let (yk) be a dense sequene in K, and denote by sk the projetion from Sn−1
to

the �ower ∂(∪i6k{yi})r de�ned as above. Then (sk) onverges simply to p on Sn−1
. Indeed,

if we �x v ∈ Sn−1
and ε > 0, the segment joining x and s(v) trunated at a distane ε of

s(v) is a ompat set ontained in intKr
. It is overed by the union ∪iB(yi, r), so that for

N big enough it is also overed by ∪k6NB(yk, r). For those N , ‖sk(x)− s(x)‖ 6 ε.
Finally, ∂Kr

is the image of the sphere by p, whih is 2r-Lipshitz as a simple limit of

2r-Lipshitz funtions.

We now dedue a general bound on the measure of the tube boundary ∂Kr
around a

general ompat set K by overing it with a family of �owers:

Theorem II.3. If K is a ompat set of R
n
, for every positive r, ∂Kr

is a Hn−1
-reti�able

subset of R
n
and moreover,

Hn−1(∂Kr) 6 N (∂K, r)× ωn−1(2r)

Proof. It is easy to see that ∂Kr ⊆ ∂(∂Kr). Thus, if we let (xi) be an optimal overing

of ∂K by open balls of radius r, and denote by Ki the (ompat) intersetion of ∂K with

B(xi, r), the boundary ∂K
r
is ontained in the union ∪i∂K

r
i . Hene its Hausdor� measure

does not exeed the sum

∑

i Hn−1(∂Kr
i ). One onludes by applying the preeding lemma.
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12 Chazal, Cohen-Steiner & Mérigot

Remark II.4. 1. The bound in the theorem is tight, as one an hek taking K = B(0, r).

2. Let us notie that for some onstant C(n), N (B(0, 1), r) 6 1 + C(n)r−n
. From this

and the above bound it follows that

Hn−1(∂Kr) 6 (1 + C(n)× (diam(K)/r)n)ωn−1(2r)

6 C′(n)× (1 +
diam(K)n

r
)

for some universal onstant C′(n) depending only on the ambient dimension n. This
last inequality was the one proved in [OP85℄.

To onlude we use a weak formulation of the o-area formula, a standard result of

geometri measure theory ([DG54℄, [Fed59℄), whih reads

∫

Rn

|∇xf | dHn(x) =

∫

R

Hn−1(f−1(y))dH1(y)

whenever f : Rn → R is a Lipshitz map. From this formula and the previous estimation

follows that

Corollary II.5. For any ompat sets K,K ′ ⊆ R
n
, with dH(K,K ′) 6 ε,

Hn(Kr∆K ′r) 6

∫ r+ε

r−ε

Hn−1(∂Kt)dt

6 2N (K, r − ε)ωn−1(2r + 2ε)× ε

III The map K 7→ pK is loally 1/2-Hölder

We now study the ontinuity modulus of the map K 7→ pK ∈ L1(E), where E is a suitable

open set. We remind the reader of two well-known fats of onvex analysis (see for instane

[Cla83℄):

1. If f : Ω ⊆ R
n → R is a loally onvex funtion, its subdi�erential at a point x,

denoted by ∂xf is the set of vetors v of R
n
suh that for all h ∈ R

n
small enough,

f(x+ h) > f(x) + 〈h|v〉. Then f admits a derivative at x i� ∂xf = {v} is a singleton,

in whih ase ∇xf = v.

2. A loally onvex funtion has a derivative almost everywhere.

Lemma III.1. The funtion vK : R
n → R, x 7→ ‖x‖2 − dK(x)2 is onvex with gradient

∇vK = 2pK almost everywhere.

Proof. By de�nition, vK(x) = supy∈K ‖x‖2 − ‖x− y‖2 = supy∈K vK,y(x) with vK,y(x) =

2〈x|y〉 − ‖y‖2. Hene vK is onvex as a supremum of a�ne funtions. Beause vK,pK(x)

and vK take the same value at x, ∂xvK,pK(x) = {2pK(x)} ⊆ ∂vK . Sine vK is di�erentiable

almost everywhere, equality must be true almost everywhere whih onludes the proof.

INRIA
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This lemma shows that ‖pK − pK′‖L1(E) = 1/2 ‖∇vK −∇vK′‖L1(E). Our estimation of

the ontinuity modulus of the map K 7→ pK will follow from a general theorem whih asserts

that if ϕ and ψ are two uniformly lose onvex funtions with bounded gradients then ∇ϕ
and ∇ψ are L1

-lose. The next proposition below is the 1-dimensional version of this result,

from whih we then dedue the general theorem.

Proposition III.2. If I is an interval, and ϕ : I → R and ψ : I → R are two onvex

funtions suh that diam(ϕ′(I) ∪ ψ′(I)) 6 k, then letting δ = ‖ϕ− ψ‖L∞(I),

∫

I

|ϕ′ − ψ′| 6 6π(length(I) + k + δ1/2)δ1/2

Lemma III.3. Let f : I → R be a nondereasing funtion with diamϕ(I) 6 k. Then, if F is

the ompleted graph of f , ie. the set of points (x, y) ∈ I×R suh that limx− ϕ 6 y 6 limx+ ϕ,
then Hn(F r) 6 3π(length(I) + k + r) × r.

Proof. Let γ : [0, 1] → F be a ontinuous parametrization of F , inreasing with respet to the
lexiographi order on R

2
. Then, for any inreasing sequene (ti) ∈ [0, 1] and (xi, yi) = γ(ti),

∑

i

‖γ(ti+1)− γ(ti)‖ 6
∑

i

xi+1 − xi + yi+1 − yi 6 length(I) + k

Hene length(F ) 6 length(I) + k. Thus we an hoose a 1-Lipshitz parametrization of

F , γ̃ : [0, length(I) + k] → F . Then for any positive r, the set X = {γ̃(i × r) ; 0 6 i 6 N}
with N the upper integer part of (length(I)+k)/r, is suh that any point of F is at distane

at most r of X . Hene F r
is ontained in X2r

, implying that Hn(F r) 6 Nπ(3r/2)2 6

3π(length(I) + k + r)r.

Proof of proposition III.2. Let I = [a, b] and J = [c, c + k] be suh that ϕ′(I) ∪ ψ′(I) ⊆ J .
Without loss of generality we will suppose that ψ′(a) = ϕ′(a) = c and ψ′(b) = ϕ′(b) = c+ k.
With this assumption, the ompleted graphs Φ and Ψ of ϕ′

and ψ′
de�ned as above are two

reti�able urves joining (a, c) and (b, c+ k). We let V be the set of points (x, y) ∈ R
2
lying

between those graphs; the quantity we want to bound is

∫

I
|ϕ′ − ψ′| = H2(V ).

Let δ = ‖ϕ− ψ‖L∞(I). For any point p = (x, y) in V , and any δ′ > δ, the losed disk

D = B(p,
√

2δ′/π) of volume 2δ′ entered at p annot be ontained in V . Indeed if it were,

then the di�erene κ = ϕ − ψ would inrease too muh around p: sine κ′ has a onstant

sign on this segment,

|κ(x+ 2δ′/π)− κ(x− 2δ′/π)| =
∫ x+2δ′/π

x−2δ′/π

|κ′| > H2(D) = 2δ′ > 2δ

This ontradits ‖κ‖∞ = δ. Hene, D must intersets ∂V implying that V must be ontained

in (∂V )
√

2δ′/π
for any δ′ > δ. Sine ∂V = Φ ∪Ψ, the previous lemma gives

H2(V ) 6 H2
(

Φ
√

2δ′/π
)

+H2
(

Ψ
√

2δ′/π
)

6 6π(length(I) + k +
√

2δ′/π)
√

2δ′/π

Letting δ′ onverge to δ onludes the proof.
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14 Chazal, Cohen-Steiner & Mérigot

A generalization of this proposition in arbitrary dimension will follow from an argument

oming from integral geometry, ie. we will integrate the inequality of proposition III.2 over

the set of lines of R
n
to get a bound on ‖∇ϕ−∇ψ‖L1(E).

We let Ln
be the set of oriented a�ne lines in R

n
seen as the submanifold of R

2n
made

of points (u, p) ∈ R
n ×R

n
with u ∈ Sn−1

and x in the hyperplane {u}⊥, and endowed with

the indued Riemannian metri. The orresponding measure dLn
is invariant under rigid

motions. We let Dn
u be the set of oriented lines with a �xed diretion u.

The usual Crofton formula (f. [Mor88℄ for instane) states that for anyHn−1
�reti�able

subset S of R
n
, with βn the volume of the unit n-ball,

Hn−1(S) =
1

2βn−1

∫

ℓ∈Ln

#(ℓ ∩ S)dℓ (III.1)

where #X is the ardinality of X . We will also use the following Crofton-like formula: if K
is a Hn

�reti�able subset of R
n
,

Hn(K) =
1

ωn−1

∫

ℓ∈Ln

H1(ℓ ∩K)dℓ (III.2)

whih follows from the Fubini theorem (remember ωn−1 is the volume of the (n−1)�sphere).

Lemma III.4. Let X : E → R
n
be a L1

-vetor �eld on an open subset E ⊆ R
n
.

∫

E

‖X‖ =
n

2ωn−2

∫

ℓ∈Ln

∫

y∈ℓ∩E

|〈X(y)|u(ℓ)〉|dydℓ

Sketh of proof. The family of vetor �elds of the form

∑

iXiχΩi
, where the Ωi are a �nite

number of disjoint open subsets of R
n
and Xi are onstant vetors, is L

1
-dense in the spae

L1(Rn,Rn). Using this fat and the ontinuity of the two sides of the equality, it is enough

to prove this equality for X = x ‖X‖χE where x is a onstant unit vetor and E a bounded

open set of R
n
.

In that ase, one has

∫

ℓ∈Dn
u

∫

y∈ℓ

|〈X(y)|u〉| dydℓ = ‖X‖ |〈x|u〉|
∫

ℓ∈Dn
u

length(E ∩ ℓ)dℓ

= ‖X‖L1(E) |〈x|u〉|

By a Fubini-like theorem one has

∫

ℓ∈Ln

∫

y∈ℓ

|〈X(y)|u(ℓ)〉|dydℓ =
∫

u∈Sn−1

∫

ℓ∈Dn
u

∫

y∈ℓ

|〈X(y)|u(ℓ)〉| dydℓdu

= ‖X‖L1(E)

∫

u∈Sn−1

|〈x|u〉| du

INRIA
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The last integral does, in fat, not depend on x and its value an be easily omputed:

∫

u∈Sn−1

|〈x|u〉| du = 2ωn−2

∫ 1

0

t(1− t2)
n
2
−1dt

=
2

n
ωn−2

Theorem III.5. Let E be an open subset of R
n
with (n− 1)�reti�able boundary, and f, g

be two loally onvex funtions on E suh that diam(∇f(E) ∪ ∇g(E)) 6 k. Then, letting

δ = ‖f − g‖L∞(E)

‖∇f −∇g‖L1(E) 6 C1(n)(Hn(E) + (k + δ1/2)Hn−1(∂E))δ1/2

with C1(n) 6 6πn as soon as n > 5 (in fat, C1(n) = O(
√
n)).

Proof of the theorem. The 1-dimensional ase follows from proposition III.2: in that ase,

E is a ountable union of intervals on whih f and g satisfy exatly the hypothesis of the

proposition. Summing the inequalities gives the result with C1(1) = 6π.
The general ase will follow from this one with the use of integral geometry. If we set

X = ∇f −∇g, fℓ = f |ℓ∩E and gℓ = g|ℓ∩E . Lemma III.4 gives, letting D(n) = n/(2ωn−2),

∫

E

‖∇f −∇g‖ = D(n)

∫

ℓ∈Ln

∫

y∈ℓ∩E

|〈∇f −∇g|u(ℓ)〉| dydℓ

= D(n)

∫

ℓ∈Ln

∫

y∈ℓ∩E

|f ′
ℓ − g′ℓ|dydℓ

The funtions fℓ and gℓ satisfy the hypothesis of the one-dimensional ase, so that for

eah hoie of ℓ, and with δ = ‖f − g‖L∞(E),

∫

y∈ℓ∩E

|f ′
ℓ − g′ℓ| dy 6 6πD(n)(H1(E ∩ ℓ) + (k + δ1/2)H0(∂E ∩ ℓ))δ1/2

It follows by integration on Ln
that

∫

E

‖∇f −∇g‖ 6 6πD(n)

(
∫

Ln

H1(E ∩ ℓ)dLn + (k + δ1/2)

∫

Ln

H0(∂E ∩ ℓ)dLn

)

δ1/2

The formula III.1 and III.2 show that the �rst integral is equal (up to a onstant) to the

volume of E and the seond to the (n − 1)-measure of ∂E. This proves the theorem with

C1(n) = 6πD(n)(ωn−1 + 2βn−1). To get the bound on C1(n) one uses the formula ωn−1 =
nβn and βn+1 6 βn as soon as n > 5.

Multiplying f and g by the same positive fator t and optimizing the result in t yields a
better, homogeneous, bound :
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Corollary III.6. Under the same hypothesis as in theorem III.5, one gets the following

bound, with δ = ‖f − g‖L∞(E) :

‖∇f −∇g‖L1(E) 6 2C1(n)[(Hn(E)Hn−1(∂E) diam(∇f(E) ∪∇g(E)))1/2

+Hn−1(∂E)δ1/2]δ1/2

Remark III.7. To get an homogeneous bound as in this orollary, one ould also optimize

the one-dimensional bound of proposition III.2 before integrating on the set of a�ne lines of

R
n
as in the proof of theorem III.5. The bound obtained this way is always stritly better

than the ones of both theorem III.5 and orollary III.6, but involves an integral term

∫

ℓ∈Ln

√

H0(ℓ ∩ ∂E)H1(ℓ ∩ E)dℓ

whose intuitive meaning is not quite lear.

Applying theorem III.5 to the funtions vK and vK′
introdued at the begining of this

part and using lemma III.1, one easily gets :

Corollary III.8. If E is an open set of R
n
with reti�able boundary, K and K ′

two ompat

subsets of R
n
then, with RK = ‖dK‖L∞(E) and ε = dH(K,K ′),

‖pK − pK′‖L1(E) 6 C1(n)[Hn(E) + (diam(K) + ε+ (2RK + ε)1/2ε1/2)Hn−1(∂E)]

× (2RK + ε)1/2ε1/2

In partiular, if dH(K,K ′) is smaller than min(RK , diam(K), diam(K)2/RK), there is an-

other onstant C2(n) depending only on n suh that

‖pK − pK′‖L1(E) 6 C2(n)[Hn(E) + diam(K)Hn−1(∂E)]
√

RKdH(K,K ′)

Remarks III.9. 1. This theorem gives in partiular a quantitative version of the onti-

nuity theorem 4.13 of [Fed59]: if (Kn) is a sequene of ompat subsets of R
n
with

reach(Kn) > r > 0, onverging to a ompat set K, then reach(K) > r and pKn

onverges to pK uniformly on eah ompat set ontained in {x ∈ R
n ; dK(x) < r}.

However we have to stress that the result we have proved is more general sine it

does not make any assumption on the regularity of Kn � at the expense of uniform

onvergene.

2. The seond term of the bound involvingHn−1(∂E) is neessary. Indeed, let us suppose
that a bound ‖pK − pK′‖L1(E) 6 C(K)Hn(E)

√
ε were true around K for any open set

E. Now let K be the union of two parallel hyperplane at distane R interseted with

a big sphere entered at a point x of their medial hyperplane M . Let Eε be a ball of

radius ε tangent to M at x and Kε be the translation by ε of K along the ommon

normal of the hyperplanes suh that the medial hyperplane of Kε touhes the ball Eε

on the opposite of x. Then, for ε small enough, ‖pK − pK′‖L1(Eε)
≃ R × Hn(Eε),

whih learly exeeds the assumed bound for a small enough ε.
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Boundary measures 17

3. Aording to this theorem, the map K 7→ pK ∈ L1(E) is loally 1/2-Hölder. The

following example shows that this result annot be improved even around a very simple

ompat set.

ℓ

R

Figure III.3: A sequene of �knife blades� onverging to a segment.

Let S and S′
be two opposite sides of a retangle E, ie. two segments of length L and

at distane R. We now de�ne a Hausdor� approximation of S: for any positive integer
N , divide S in N small segments si of ommon length ℓ, and let Ci be the unique

irle with enter in S′
whih ontains the two endpoints of si. We now let SN be the

union of the irle ars of Ci omprised between the two endpoints of si.

Then it is not very hard to see that if Rε = R+ ε is the ommon radius of all the Ci
,

R2
ε = R2+(ℓ/2)2, ie. dH(S, SN ) =

√

R2 + (ℓ/2)2−R 6 Rℓ2/8. Then the L1
-distane

between the projetions on S and SN is at least Ω(ℓ) (beause almost half of the points

in E projets on the orners of SN , see the shaded area in �g. III.3). Hene,

‖pS − pSN
‖L1(E) = Ω(ℓ) = Ω(dH(S, SN )1/2)

Replaing L1(E) with L1(µ) where µ has bounded variation

As we have seen before, a orollary of the previous result is that if µ = Hn|E , the map

K 7→ pK#µ is loally 1/2-Hölder. This result an be generalized when µ = uHn
where

u ∈ L1
loc(R

n) has bounded variation. We reall some fats about the theory of funtions with

bounded variation, taken from [AFP00℄. If Ω ⊆ R
n
is an open set and u ∈ L1

loc(Ω), the
variation of u in Ω is

V(u,Ω) = sup

{
∫

Ω

u divϕ;ϕ ∈ C1
c (Ω), ‖ϕ‖∞ 6 1

}

A funtion u ∈ L1
loc(Ω) has bounded variation if V (u,Ω) < +∞. The set of funtions of

bounded variation on Ω is denoted by BV(Ω). We also mention that if u is Lipshitz on Ω,
then V(u,Ω) = ‖∇u‖L1(Ω). Finally, we let V(u) be the total variation of u in R

n
.

Theorem III.10. Let µ ∈ M(Rn) be a measure with density u ∈ BV(Rn) with respet to

the Lebesgue measure, and K be a ompat subset of R
n
. We suppose that supp(u) ⊆ KR

.

Then, if dH(K,K ′) is small enough,

dbL(pK#µ, pK′#µ) 6 C2(n)
(

‖u‖L1(KR) + diam(K)V (u)
)√

R× dH(K,K ′)1/2
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18 Chazal, Cohen-Steiner & Mérigot

Proof. We begin with the additional assumption that u has lass C∞
. The funtion u

an be written as an integral over t ∈ R of the harateristi funtions of its superlevel sets

Et = {u > t}, ie. u(x) =
∫∞

0 χEt
(x)dt. Fubini's theorem then ensures that for any Lipshitz

funtion f de�ned on R
n
with ‖f‖Lip 6 1,

pK′#µ(f) =

∫

Rn

f ◦ pK′(x)u(x)dx

=

∫

R

∫

Rn

f ◦ pK′(x)χ{u>t}(x)dxdt

By Sard's theorem, for almost any t, ∂Et = u−1(t) is a (n − 1)-reti�able subset

of R
n
. Thus, for those t the previous orollary implies, for ε = dH(K,K ′) 6 ε0 =

min(R, diam(K), diam(K)2/RK),
∫

Et

|f ◦ pK(x)− f ◦ pK′(x)| dx 6 ‖pK − pK′‖L1(Et)

6 C2(n)[Hn(Et) + diam(K)Hn−1(∂Et)]
√
Rε

Putting this inequality into the last equality gives

|pK#µ(f)− pK′#µ(f)| 6 C2(n)

(
∫

R

Hn(Et) + diam(K)Hn−1(∂Et)dt

)√
Rε

Using Fubini's theorem again and the oarea formula one �nally gets that

|pK#µ(f)− pK′#µ(f)| 6 C2(n)
(

‖u‖L1(KR) + diam(K)V(u)
)√

Rε.

This proves the theorem in the ase of Lipshitz funtions. To onlude the proof in the

general ase, one has to approximate the bounded variation funtion u by a sequene of C∞

funtions (un) suh that both ‖u− un‖L1(KR) and |V(u)−V(un)| onverge to zero, whih

is possible by theorem 3.9 in [AFP00℄.

Remark III.11. Taking u = χE where E is a suitable open set shows that theorem III.8 an

also be reovered from III.10.

IV Stability of boundary and urvature measures

We ombine the results of orollaries I.6, II.5 and III.8 to get

Theorem IV.1. If K and K ′
are two ompat sets with ε = dH(K,K ′) smaller than

min(diamK, r, r2/ diamK), then

dbL(µK,r, µK′,r) 6 C3(n)N (K, r − ε)rn[r + diam(K)]

√

ε

r

In partiular, if for a given bounded Lipshitz funtion f on R
n
, one de�nes ϕK,f (r) =

µK,r(f), the map K 7→ ϕK,f ∈ C0([rmin, rmax]) with 0 < rmin < rmax is loally 1/2-Hölder.
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In what follows we suppose that (ri) is a sequene of n distint numbers 0 < r0 < ... < rn.

For any ompat set K and f ∈ C0(Rn), we let

[

Φ
(r)
K,i(f)

]

i
be the solutions of the linear

system

∀i s.t 0 6 i 6 n,

n
∑

j=0

ωn−jΦ
(r)
K,j(f)r

n−j
i = µK,ri(f)

Sine the system is linear in (µK,ri(f)) and these values depends ontinuously on f , the map

f 7→ Φ
(r)
K,i(f) is also linear and ontinuous, ie. Φ

(r)
K,i is a signed measure on R

n
. It is also to

be notied that if K has positive reah with reach(K) > rn, the Φ
(r)
K,i oinide with the usual

urvature measures of K. In that ase, the following result gives a way to approximate the

(usual) urvature measures of K from a Hausdor�-approximation of it even if its reah is

arbitrary small.

Corollary IV.2. There exist a onstant C depending on K and (r) suh that for any

ompat subset K ′
of R

n
lose enough to K,

∀i, dbL
(

Φ
(r)
K′,i,Φ

(r)
K,i

)

6 CdH(K,K ′)1/2
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